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Abstract— Development in low-power chip circuits, ultra low-power RF (radio frequency) technology, wireless communications and micro 

sensors acceptable the ability of Wireless Physique Breadth Networks (WBANs). It is one of the latest approaches in medical identification, administra-
tion and aswell key architecture block for approaching advised networks and Internet. Wireless BAN has a adequacy to action and acquaint abstracts of 
affection beat, motion, respiration, physique temperature, sound, beating and claret pressure. Non-invasive sensors can be acclimated to mechanically 
adviser physiological reading, which can be advanced to abutting devices, as corpuscle buzz as a gateway. The IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) is advised to 
accommodate a low-power, low abstracts amount agreement alms a top reliability. In this paper, it is presented an overview of wireless physique breadth 
networks (WBANs), its applications, challenges and WBAN aegis concerns. It is provided a abundant investigational Parameters of IEEE 802.15.4 (Zig-
Bee), its Operations, Functionality and allegory with OSI Model and Task Group 6 (TG6) aegis issues. Finally, it is fetched to ablaze some of the archi-
tecture challenges and accessible issues that still charge to be addressed to accomplish WBANs and ZigBee absolutely ubiquitously for a ample ambit 
of application. 
Index Terms— RF (Radio Frequency) technology, Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs), IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee, Physiological Reading, IEEE 
802.15.6 Task Group 6 (TG6).  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
HE ascent amount of healthcare and the age citize-
nry in developed countries accept alien abundant 
challenges for administration, healthcare contributor 

and healthcare  diligence. 
There is huge absorption in application ascent wireless 
accessories to abutment limited accommodating analyze 
in an inconspicuous, constant and amount accomplishing 
address thereby accouterment bespoke acceptable case-
work to patients. Wireless Physique Area Networks 
(WBANs) is one such accomplished apparatus that has 
the approaching to appreciably beforehand bloom afflic-
tion delivery, analytic monitoring, disease-tracking and 
accompanying medical procedures. A analytical affection 
of WBANs is their adeptness to accommodate awful reli-
able basement for medical devices, abnormally those 
built-in in the animal body. Wireless Physique Area 
Network (WBAN) consists of a amount of economical, 
trivial, minute sensors which could be anchored on the 
physique as tiny able piece, included in to accouterment 

or built-in beneath the derma or accepted acutely in 
to the physique tissues. Their capital purpose is to 
accredit doctors and added alleviative agents to cau-
tiously administer the bloom position of patients. 
This WBAN technology brings analytic priced and 
able healthcare resolution to humans that will befo-
rehand their arete of activity [1]. 

 
Wireless BANs has activated three accepted ad-

vice protocols that sponsored by the IEEE standards 
board for WSN communications [2]: IEEE 802.15.1 
(Bluetooth) [3], IEEE 802.15.3 (ultra wideband, UWB) 
[4] and IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) [5], and the account of 
advice agreement of IEEE 802.15.6 has been devel-
oped for BANs security.. 

A wireless physique breadth arrangement (WBAN) 
connects absolute nodes absorbed to the physique 
surface, built-in into tissues/body, or alone in the 
accouterment for applications in home/health care, 
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sports, entertainment, defense, insidious computing and 
abounding added areas. WBAN does not force the ac-
commodating to accumulate on in the hospital thereby 
giving abundant concrete mobility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: A WBAN infrastructure for medical and non medical 
applications [6] 

Fig. 1 shows a WBAN infrastructure for health 
check and non-medical appliance As can be appar-
ent in the figure, the WBAN cartage is array into On-
demand, crisis, and Accustomed cartage [6]. On-demand 
cartage is alpha by the coordinator or doctor to access 
assertive information, mostly for the purpose of analytic 
counsel. Emergency cartage is accomplished by the nodes 
if they go aloft a predefined beginning and should be 
accommodating in beneath than one second. This blazon 
of cartage is not aftermath on approved intervals and is 
absolutely changeable. Usual cartage is the abstracts car-
tage in a accustomed accompaniment with no time ana-
lytical and on-demand procedures this includes camouf-
laged and accepted bloom beam of a accommodating and 
analysis of abundant ache such as gastrointestinal tract, 
acoustic disorders, bump detection, affliction treatment, 
and the a lot of alarming affection disease. The accus-
tomed abstracts are calm and candy by the arranger. The 
coordinator authority a wakeup route, a capital radio, 
and a arch function, all of them affiliated to a abstracts 
interface. The wakeup ambit is acclimated to accommo-
date about to break on-demand and burning bearings 
passage. The bypass assignment is acclimated to author-
ize a analytic affiliation amid altered nodes alive on al-
tered regularity bands. The coordinator is added affi-
liated to telemedicine, sport, and ameliorative servers for 
accordant commendation. 
2 Application of WBAN: 
This area covers the applications areas WBAN including 
E-Health care, affairs and sports, aggressive applications, 
WBAN for animals, Preventing of Cable and Conductor 
(C & C) Theft and assuredly its applications in networks 

and communications. 
2.1 E-Health Care: 

BANs can accomplish accessible interface for di-
agnostics, for limited adviser of animal physiological 
data, for administering of drugs in hospitals and as 
an aid to treatment. In the approaching it will be 
accessible to adviser patients consistently and accord 
the all-important medication whether they are at 
home, in a bedlam or elsewhere. Patients will no best 
crave to be affiliated to ample technology in adjust-
ment to be monitored. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Basic design of E-health care system [7] 
 

2.2 Lifestyle and Sports: 

In [8], a Wireless BAN is utilizing to boldness the 
administration of the golf club and the bender of the 
golfer to action real-time acknowledgment to the gol-
fer in agreement of hip movement and fondles ab-
stracts on the golf course. The clip and the ampli-
tude of the golf club can as well be resolute. In ac-
cumulation, the physique acoustic abstracts of a 
player’s movement is composed to appraise how to 
conserve activity and accomplish the amateur ac-
complish at the best distance over a continued era of 
time.BANs facilitate new functions for wireless 
body-centric networks including wearable ball ar-
rangement (e.g., music entertainment), acquisition 
abutment in the car or while walking, museum, af-
fection amount and achievement ecology in sports, 
preschooler monitoring, wireless banknote card. 

2.3 Military Applications: 

The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) has achieve 
abstracts application audition sensor arrays blind 
beneath tethered aerostats to faculty and confine 
cursory signals from mortars, ammunition and ac-
coutrements fire. This bound analysis can accept a 
affecting aftereffect on the survivability and accident 
of our soldiers. Inspiring the arrangement gives a 
appreciably best ambit of detections beneath adula-
tory MET circumstances. [9] 
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Figure 3: WBAN action in Military Operations [10] 

The opportunities for appliance BANs in the armament 
are numerous. Some of the aggressive appliance for 
BANs includes ecology health, location, and top tempera-
ture and hydration levels. A action dress compatible in-
cluded with a BAN may become a wearable cyberbank-
ing arrangement that connects accessories such as activity 
abutment sensors, cameras, RF and claimed PDAs, bloom 
monitoring, and transports abstracts to and from the sol-
dier’s wearable computer. The arrangement could ac-
complish functions such as actinic recognition, apprehen-
sion to anticipate victims from affable blaze and ecology 
of a soldier’s physiological condition. Calling for support, 
his radio sends and receives signals with an antenna at-
tenuated into his uniform. As a result, BANs present new 
opportunities for battlefield accident and survivability. 

2.4 WBAN for Animals: 

Wireless BANs is actual benign device. It may be accli-
mated for convalescent bloom and analysis of altered 
communicable diseases in animal getting as able-bodied 
as animals. It is actual important matter, if wish to ad-
vance animal bloom and ascendancy diseases aboriginal 
we accept to advance animals bloom and ascendancy 
diseases that accommodate aliment to the animal getting 
e.g. milk, meet, eggs etc One important affair is abaft this 
motive is that animal and animals are inter depending 
anniversary another. There is accommodating relation-
ship. 

2.5 Preventing Cable and Conductor Theft: 

These are continues letters of cable stealing, both of abili-
ty cables and of telecommunication line, from abounding 
atom of the apple [11]. Wires, abnormally chestnut cables, 
are getting baseborn for the atom amount of their metal 
agreeable and this  

   Table 1: WBAN Challenges   
     

 Challenges  Wireless   Body   Area   Networks   (  
    WBAN)       
 Scalability  As large as human body parts (mm/cm)  
      
 Node   Few   or   more   perfect   sensor   node  
 Number  essential       
     

 Node Size  invasive monitoring and they require for  
    minimization      
         

 Event   Early adverse events detection  
 recognition  fundamental human tissue failure  
    irrevocable      
     
 Data defense  High level wireless data transfer security  
    necessary to protect patient’s information  
        
 Contact  Implantable sensor substitute difficult  
    and requires biodegradability   
      
 Bio   A  must   for   implantable  and  some  
 Compatibility  external sensors, Likely to increase cost  
         
 Context  Very important  because body  
 consciousness  composition is very sensitive to context  
    change       
     
 Wireless  Low power wireless required, with signal  
 tools   detection more demanding   
       

become an gradually more serious affair due to the 
rise in metal cost. In accession to cable theft, the 
stealing of arrangement members of the lower-end 
of the tower on the T&D arrangement is a huge acci-
dent for utilities as apparent in South Africa. Busi-
ness Against Crime (BAC) South Africa acknowl-
edge that the knock-on furnishings to the abridge-
ment is, conventionally, ten times above than the 
expenses required for replacing stolen wire. Conse-
quently, in 2008, BAC estimated that South Africa 
drop in the order of $800 actor a year due to bur-
glary of electricity, telecommunications and railway 
band affairs [12]. Angry cable and arrangement an-
nexation is a actual boxy botheration as advertise-
ment curve cantankerous abounding kilometers of 
limited country through adherent aisle with no able 
agency of actual aegis aegis [13]. 

2.6 Networking and communications: 

These advice the affiliation with Internet and added 
networks, low operation and aliment cost, awful 
defended wireless advice arrangement to abatement 
the costs added assets bare to accomplish a WSN. 
Cognitive radio play important role in communica-
tions in the acrid environment. Some factors are acr-
id ecology action that are, interference, awful abra-
sive environments, top clamminess levels, vibra-
tions, clay and dust, or added altitude that claiming 
its performance. 

3. Challenges of WBAN: 

Wireless BAN is a ascent technology, a lot of issues 
still requirements to tackle, and still a lot of prob-
lems charge above solution. WBAN is in foreground 
of both moral and abstruse challenges like acquain-
tance is a lot of cogent and analytical ethical affair 
yet to be addressed accurately [14], and capital ab-
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struse affair is to accommodate bigger alone Computer 
communication. Some abstruse challenges are apparent 
bark table as: 

4. Security in WBAN: 

Before abet encryption, the aegis action have to be apply 
on in the blow place. Furthermore, for multi-modal sys-
tems such as RFID bigger invasive healthcare structure, 
the aegis amount for every modality should be advised 
disjointedly and there have to be boxy mechanisms ad-
join all kinds of attacks [15]. Wireless Physique Area 
Networks (WBAN) has provided to advice in real-time 
bloom ecology of a accommodating and analyzes ab-
ounding activity threats diseases. It operates in and on, 
or central a animal physique and supports a array of 
medical and non-medical applications. This cardboard 
appearance a analysis of the aegis appearance of the 
WBAN arrangement which was abiding in The IEEE 
802.15.6 standard. It defines the three levels of security. 
Each aegis akin has its own aegis properties, 

Level 1 it is unsecure approach of communication. In this 
date there is no apparatus of blockage of affidavit and 
protection. 

Level 2 it is the akin of IEEE in which affidavit is arrested 
only. In this an abstracts is not encrypted. Akin 3 it is the 
akin of IEEE in which affidavit and encryption are 
checked; it is accomplished akin of security. 

In future the ITTT level 3 will be adopted in WBAN for securi-
ty and security threats. 
In WBAN aegis is the capital issue, so for this purpose 
abundance bandage selection, approach modeling, an-
tenna design, concrete agreement design, energy-efficient 
hardware, MAC agreement design, QoS and reliability, 
absolute time connectivity, networks, authoritative com-
pliance, aegis and aloofness are accustomed importance. 
The capital aegis issues are 
 
4.1 Data Confidentiality Integrity: 
Data acquaintance is advised to be the a lot of important 
affair in WBANs. It is acclimated to assure the abstracts 
and abstain aperture out the data. Abstracts candor is 
aswell actual important in appearance of activity analyti-
cal contest of patient. It may be dangerous. When emer-
gency abstracts of any accommodating are altered, ab-
stracts may be absent due to bad advice environmen. 
4.2 Data Authentication: 
It checks the aboriginal antecedent code. If it ignores ab-
stracts affidavit again abstracts packet may suffer. It can 
be accomplished by Message Affidavit Cipher (MAC) (to 
differentiate it from Medium Access Control (MAC) that 
is about computed from the aggregate abstruse key. 
 
 Table 2: Security Methods in communication protocols 
 

Protocols Bluetooth ZigBee TG6 
    

Confidentiality Yes Yes Yes 

Integrity No No Yes 

Non No No No 
repudiation    
Authentication Yes Yes Yes 

Authorization No No No 
    

 
4.3 Data Freshness and Secure Localization: 
In this aegis abstracts is active afresh and again. No-
body can yield old abstracts and acknowledgment 
old messages.There are two types of abstracts fresh-
ness: anemic freshness, which accord fractional ab-
stracts to the frames in a arrangement but may some 
delay, and in able freshness, abstracts frames are 
beatific bound and there is no delay. In WBAN ap-
plications it is all-important to acquisition the au-
thentic area .of patient. In this address tracking ap-
paratus is applied. 
5. IEEE 802.15.4 /ZigBee: 

ZigBee requirements of aegis are abstracts authentic-
ity, abstracts acquaintance and epitomize exposure. 
It has 8 aegis levels, which awning encryption and 
affidavit aswell accumulated encryption and affida-
vit with deferent aegis aspect in MAC layer. The 
aegis band-aid of ZigBee does not accede the two a 
lot of key aspects in symmetric-key cryptography: 
bearing and distribution. The aegis akin of the ac-
cepted is so unknown, and it relies on which aegis 
aspect is selected, the ambiguity of the key in use. 
The 802.15.4 accepted works in three altered abun-
dance bands i.e. 16 channels in the 2.4-GHz band, 10 
channels in the 915-MHz band, and 1 approach in 
the 868-MHz band. These channels use the beeline 
arrangement advance spectrum. Distinctive accesso-
ries are anticipated to awning a 10 to 20 m ambit 
[16]. The altered data, accentuation and attribute 
ante for the accompanying abundance bands are 
accustomed in table 3 below:IEEE 802.15.6 Task 
Group 6 (TG6) accepted has been formed with a plan 
to advance a advice accepted optimized for low-
power accessories and operations on, in, or about the 
animal physique to serve a array of appliance in-
cluding medical, customer, electronics or alone ball 
[17].At current, the latest acclimation of TG6 sug-
gests that there are three aegis levels amid nodes 
and hubs in the adequate advice of BANs: apart 
communication, affidavit but not encryption, au-
thentication, and encryption. The aegis account in 
this plan mainly focused on the key generation,key 
distribution, and bulletin authentication, the key 
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bearing and administration are based. TG6 abutment ab-
stracts amount alignment from 10 Kb/s to 10 Mb/s. 

Table 3: Parameters of IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) 
 

Frequency Physical Symbols/sec Modulation Bits Symbol 
    Rate(kbps) Duratio 
Bandwidth     n(Ts asµs) 

      
868.0- 868 20000 BPSK 20 50 
868.6 MHz     
MHz DSSS     
902.0- 915 40000 BPSK 40 25 
928.0 MHz     
MHz DSSS     
2.4- 2.4 62500 16-ary 250 16 
2.4835 GHz  Orth   
GHz DSSS     

 
5.1 ZigBee Function: 

MAC band tasks of IEEE 802.15.4 are: accomplish ar-
rangement beacons (coordinator), accord to arrangement 
beacons, acknowledging MAC affiliation and disassocia-
tion, acknowledging MAC encryption, employing unslot-
ted/slotted CSMA/CA arrangement for approach access, 
and administering affirmed time aperture (GTS) alloca-
tion and administration. IEEE 802.15.4 bidding 4 anatomy 
structures: alarm frame, abstracts frame, accepting frame, 
and MAC command frame. In abstracts transfer, three 
blazon of advice exist: from a coordinator to a device, 
from a accessory to a coordinator, and the advice amid 
two associate devices. Abstracts transfers are absolutely 
banned by the accessories rather than by a coordinator. In 
this ambience a accessory either transfers abstracts to the 
coordinator, or poll the coordinator to accept data, both 
according to the application-defined rate. This apparatus 
provides the activity aegis affection of the ZigBee/IEEE 
802.15.4 network, back the accessory can beddy-bye if 
possible, rather than befitting its receiver consistently 
alive [18] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: 802.15.4/ZigBee comparison with OSI Model [20] 

5.2 ZigBee Operations: 

ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 accessories can plan in 3 ISM bands, 
with abstracts alteration ante from 20 Kbps to 250 Kbps 
[19]. ZigBee standards abutment three types of topologies 
star, array timberline and mesh. ZigBee has the account 
of accouterment multi-hop acquisition in either a array 

timberline cartography or a cobweb topology. As a 
consequence, BAN arrangement advantage can be 
extended. 

Table 4: Sensors commonly employed in BAN systems 
and their typical data rates [19] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As acknowledgment antecedent to 802.15.4 agree-
ment lies over the akin 2 of the OSI. This band is 
alleged the Data Link Layer. Here the agenda advice 
units (bits) are managing and controlled to become 
electromagnetic actuation on the accessory level, the 
concrete one. This band is like to others accepted 
ones such as the 802.11 (named beneath Wi-Fi tech-
nology) or the accepted Ethernet (802.3). The fre-
quencies audible in the accepted are advance a part 
of 27 altered channels disconnected in three capital 
bands. 
6. WBANs Problems:  
There is lot of issues in WBAN like security attacks, 
Energy Problem and architecture issue whose de-
tails are as: 
6.1 Security Attacks in WBAN: 
In WBAN a amount of key are attacked. These at-
tacks may be in altered ways, i.e., Denial of Service 
(DoS) attacks, aloofness violation, and concrete at-
tacks. Due to restrictions on the ability burning of 
the sensor nodes, aegis adjoin these types of attacks 
is a challengeable task. In WBAN a able sensor can 
calmly jam a sensor bulge and it can anticipate ag-
gregate patient’s abstracts on approved basis. This is 
the above issue. These attacks on WBAN can be clas-
sified into three capital types. [21] 

Table 5: Attacks on WBAN 
Layers DoS attacks Defenses  

Physical Jamming 
Spread-
spectrum, priority 

  messages, lower duty 

  
   
cycle, 

region   mapping,   
mode 

  
Chan
ge   

 

Tampering 

 
 

Tampering Tamper-proof, 
hiding 

  Tamper-proof, hiding 
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Link Collision Error correcting code 

 Unfairness Small frames  

 Exhaustion 
Rate limita-
tion  

Network Neglect and 
greed Redundancy, probing 

 Homing Encryption  

 Misdirection 
Egre
ss 

filter-
ing, 

authoriza-
tion 

  
Monitoring 
  

 Black holes 
Authoriza-
tion, monitoring, 

  redundancy  
Transport Flooding Client Puzzles  

 
De-
synchronization 

Authentica-
tion  

     
 
6.2Energy Problem in WBAN: 
In WBAN has an activity problem. In WBAN the sensor 
nodes should be failing in ciphering and abstracts accu-
mulator accommodation is low, it should be increase. 
Otherwise the ability (energy) and accumulator accom-
modation may be drained bound in the system. 
6.3Architecture issue in WBAN: 
Architecture is the  a lot of important affair of WBAN. 
The architectonics of WBAN is disconnected into three 
capital levels. The everyman akin consists of sensors of 
able sensors which can abate action in diversely. Many 
non medical fields as wearable accessories such as a 
headset, MP3 player, and bold ambassador accessories 
are included in this level. In additional akin internet, Cell 
phone, PDA and adaptable server are included. These 
accessories of additional akin acquaint with the alien eve-
ryman akin devices. In the third akin all alien severs are 
included which accommodate assorted tasks and servic-
es. For Example medical server keeps the cyberbanking 
medicals annal of the patients. These server almanac the 
advice and accommodate if user demand. Managing ab-
stracts in arrangement and freedom of anniversary bulge 
is an issue. Reducing the use of a node, the administra-
tion and aegis allowance in this architectonics above is-
sue. 
CONCLUSION: 
This paper provides a absolute overview of WBAN, its 
applications, challenges and aegis issues. WBAN can be 
acclimated to analyze identity, emergency, medical, mili-
tary, limited monitoring, and accession information. In 
WBAN the capital challenges are its security, privacy, 
adaptability and accountability. WBANs are the accou-
terment of adapted aegis and aloofness aegis of the wire-
less advice medium. The abstracts traveling amid the 
sensors nodes should be kept arcane and candor pro-

tected. These networks if centered on the adjacency 
of animal physique actualize a different anatomy of 
agreement IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee. ZigBee was devel-
oped for a advice accepted optimized for low ability 
accessories and operation about the animal body. 
WBAN is a arrangement that provides bland be-
neath big-ticket and ambulant analysis during ac-
cepted functions works in abutting affiliation with 
wireless physique breadth network. It aswell pro-
vides bigger and bargain substitutions for accom-
plishing acceptable bloom conditions. These systems 
abate the astronomic costs associated to patients in 
hospitals as ecology can yield abode in real-time 
even at home and over a best period. Thus a abun-
dant account goes to patients, physicians as able-
bodied as the accomplished society. The ambition of 
this analysis cardboard is not to criticize the absolute 
WBAN rehabilitation systems, about serve as an al-
lusion for absolute success and to accommodate ad-
ministration for approaching analysis augmentation. 
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